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NEMO SOLIS SATIS SA PIT
WE'RE OFF! Yes sir, the figures are here to speak 
for themselves. Even at this late date 
the students are coming in to continue their work in 
spite of the depression forecasters predictions that there 
would hardly be enough students on hand to carry on.
What is the cause of it is more than I would care to 
guess, but the fact remains that we are here by some 
gesture of fate. And what is more we have the pep and 
enthusiasm that should make this a red letter year.
WE CAN DO IT! There is no reason why we should 
not make this a red letter year. We 
are blessed as never before with a wealth of equipment 
and competent faculty that is better than ever. When 
one thinks of the changes and improvements that have 
come to pass in the last four years he is forced to con­
clude that the time is not far distant when we shall stand 
shoulder to shoulder with the best that the nation affords.
BUT WE MUST However, the mere fact that we have 
DO OUR PART! buildings and equipment does not 
mean that we are automatically im­
proved as if by magic. Improvement must necessarily 
arise as a result of the intelligent use of the machinery 
with which we have been provided. What is more, we 
must prove that we are using the things provided to 
their capacity before we can prove the necessity for ad­
ditional machinery.
THE ENDOWMENT By all means should we bear in 
mind the fact that this is the last 
year of the Endowment campaign. The task of complet­
ing it is stupendous but not beyond accomplishment. With 
the shoulder to shoulder cooperation of every student 
in the college the task will not be so difficult as it may 
seem. The attainment of the full amount will be a boon 
to the institution such as nothing else can be. It will 
mean the end of many a financial problem. It will place 
us on a foundation that will insure smooth sailing, not 
only when the waters are calm, but even when rain­
laden winds sweep down upon us and mad waves in 
fury lash us.
GOOD WORK. The work of the Morehouse College 
BAND! Band at the Benedict-Morehouse game
was such a remarkable improvement 
that it would be unpardonable to overlook it. No longer 
will weird jazz tunes mar the spirit of play. On the 
other hand, the music furnished by the band increased 
the pen immea"urably and gave the cheering section the 
appearance of intelligent college men. The music de­
partment is to be congratulated on this worthy and time­
ly contribution.
A WELCOME TO FRESHMEN
Freshmen, welcome to Morehouse campus. Someone 
has said, and rightly so, that yours is the largest class 
that has settled on Morehouse campus in many a year. 
Most of you look very young, the fact that might con­
tribute to your future capability of absorbing all that 
Morehouse has to offer without waste of time.
Ours being the only institution in the far South, and 
the rest of it, it has an enviable privilege of making 
men out of you. As you may have noticed already, ev­
erything that goes to make an environment pleasant is 
right here with us. We have a fine group of teachers 
most of whom do not lose opportunities of making them­
selves accessible and helpful. Our campus is now prob­
ably the the finest in the city of Atlanta. The record of 
Morehouse men through the United States and elsewhere 
is unsurpassed by that of any other college of similar 
magnitude.
With all these opportunities before you, what are 
you Freshmen, going to do? You do not leave this 
campus before 1937. As you come near that date more 
and more of the responsibilities of the campus will pass 
into your hands. It will be up to you then to uphold 
them and pass them on to other people so that the tra­
ditions of Morehouse College might go on forever.
Freshmen, Morehouse is greatly pleased to have you.
—B. J. M.
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¿(dhe Students Say
Editor’s Note: We feel that, a student paper should express student opinion; and student opinion is student 
opinion, however brilliant or naive it may be. The opinions printed below are not necessarily the opinions of the 
staff. Here they are!
WHY HAVE A Y. M. C. A. 
Thomas Kilgore, ’35
The numerous activities on the campus afford great 
opportunities for students to develop a number of use­
ful qualities that would be untouched in the regular 
course of studies. Therefore the value of student acti­
vities cannot be ignored.
In speaking in terms of student activities, I am under 
the impression that each organization should make a 
grave attempt to develop more social personalities in 
its attempt to bring about better understanding within 
the college communities.
There has been considerable discussion about the 
campus as to whether or not the Y. M. C. A. should 
participate in the student funds. Along with this discus­
sion come also others, namely: that the “Y” is a dead 
organization, that its out-worn ideas do not meet the 
demands of the modern student, and that its program 
is not constructive enough to warrant recognition in the 
student budget. Such are the accusations brought against 
the “Y”, and far be it from me to waste time and space 
to refute such thoughtless arguments. But with the as­
sumption that this article will be read by a fair-minded 
group of intelligent men, in the next paragraph or so 
I shall attempt to explain the purpose of the “Y.”
The “Y”, as it exists now, is composed of men whose 
ideas and trends of thought are on a parallel basis 
with those of men constituting other activities that play 
a greater part in our student life. In view of his fact, 
it seems highly impossible for it to be an antiquated 
organization. The vitality that the “Y” has added to the 
campus life for a number of years should by no means 
be ignored. You may say that it no longer plays this 
vital part because other organizations have usurped its 
power. This is not true: the fundamental purpose of the 
“Y” has been from the beginning an attempt to develop 
better relationships within the college community, and 
a closer affinity between the colleges and the communi­
ties with which we are surrounded. The latter is effec­
tive to a great extent by the assistance of the community 
Sunday school, which meets each Saturday night, and 
sends representatives from the “Y” to work in the city 
Sunday schools at the several churches. Besides the 
principles mentioned above, the “Y” will also promote 
a program that will play a great part in student life. 
This program includes group meetings with the Spel- 
man “Y”, and various other attractions such as plays 
and chapel speakers each first Sunday morning.
Space will not allow me to enumerate the entire pro­
gram of the “Y”, but I am asking that every More­
house man will think clearly and conclusively as to 
whether or not an organization which is a vital part 
of life should be supported by the student body, or 
that it should be allowed to die as a result of some 
shallow-minded conclusions that brand it as a dead, 
fogy, antiquated, and religious organization.
GAN AMERICA AFFORD TO CONDEMN HITLER 
FOR HIS RACIAL POLICIES?
Henry E. Banks, ’36
Towards the end of last winter, a tidal wave of hor­
ror and disappointment swept over this country in re­
action to the persecution of the Jews in Germany by 
Adolf Hitler. Newspapers throughout America carried 
editorials and columns eloquent with expressions of 
righteous indignation toward the iniquities of the Nazi 
movement. Pulpits of national influence thundered 
against the new reign of terror. The ever alert spokes­
man of the hour, the Reverend Harry Emerson Fosdick, 
in his pulpit in Riverside Church, assailed this act on 
the part of the Nazi movement in this manner:
“As for Hitlerism in Germany outlawing Einstein, put­
ting a ban on artists like Toscanini and Gabrilowitsch. 
and trying to run a large area of its own population 
. . . that is an exhibition of stupidity which, alas, as 
all friends of Germany will regret, has in the esteem 
of the world lost that nation in fifteen days a large 
part of which it has been trying to recover for fifteen 
years.”
Now no sane man would condemn nor belittle such 
an attitude of regret as has been expressed by America's 
outstanding religious leaders. When primitive passions 
are let loose and justice is placed by brutal tactics for 
the accomplishment of selfish aims, a man finds it im­
possible to hold his peace. Such an attitude is proper 
for three reasons.
First, social oppression of the weak by the strong 
is not only a sin against the Eternal Spirit of the uni­
verse, but it is a peril to the best interests of civiliza­
tion. Secondly, the wonderful contributions of the Jews 
to the financial, cultural, and religious life of the Ger­
man people do not warrant for them such treatment 
as is given them by Hitler. Thirdly, the promotion of 
German nationalism as promulgated by Hitler is a men­
ace to world peace. Nationalism, when pushed too far, 
is an incubator of fears, apprehensions, animosities, 
rivalry, and contentions which so easily lead to misun­
derstanding and open conflict.
Rut, when I wonder, can America, so conscious of the 
faults of other peoples, afford to condemn too severely 
the outrageous campaign of the Nazi? Are we guiltless 
of this sin? Is our record above reproach? If we were 
without sin in this regard, we would be eligible to cast 
the first stone. Contrary to the sentimental prattle and 
charming myths of our grammar school histories, Ameri­
ca has not been as pure in motive and as exalted in al­
truism as they would have their children believe. On 
the contrary, we have been selfish and hypocritical on 
many occasions. We disclaim any aims at imperialism 
but during the War of 1812, we started out with a 
bold determination to capture Canada from the British 
and even now we insist on holding the Philippine Is­
lands. We fought the Central Powers “to make the world 
safe for democracy" but we do not belong to the World 
Court. We advocate the policy of “America for the
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Americans.” Some of our one hundred per cent patriots 
talk to us about the danger of entangling foreign al 
liances. “Let us stay out of international affairs,” they 
say, “and leave Europe alone. Let us attend strictly to 
our own business.” Is it not our business to help other 
nations out of distress, although it has been our busi­
ness for decades to meddle in their affairs and to get 
all of their resources we can acquire?
America boasts of being a land of freedom and op­
portunity. “America is another word for opportunity,” 
said one of our Presidents, but is it? Is this a land of 
freedom and opportunity where one-tenth of its citizens 
is restricted, segregated and constantly reminded that 
the color of its skin is a social and economic barrier? 
Is this a land of fair play when Negroes in the South, 
and in the North too, are considered inferior, given a 
bitter treatment of social injustice or occasionally lynched 
in a swamp or left hanging dead somewhere on the 
limb of a tree? So well has America blended beautiful 
oratory about freedom with the eloquent facts of social 
atrocities until an Americana missionary in a certain 
Oriental country, after he had finished an address on 
Christian good-will, was taken aside by a native who 
said, “You must know that the educated people of this 
country look upon Christianity as a blood-spilling re- 
ligion.
This is our shameful record. Minding our own busi­
ness is almost unknown by us. Facing the issue of our 
own social malady would be an entirely new procedure 
on our part. There are thousands of Americans ready 
to diagnose the case of sick Europe and prescribe the 
needed remedy, to ten million Americans who are will­
ing to face their own condition with honest doubt and 
searching misgiving.
We do well, therefore, to condemn the racial policies 
of Hitler and oppose injustice wherever it is found, but 
it seems to me that it would be far better if we would 
dedicate ourselves to the serious task of setting our own 
houses in order first. We should take the beam out of 
our own eyes first, then we can see clearly to remove 
the mote from our brothers’ eyes.
SHOULD WE HAVE FRESHMAN RULES? 
W. A. Allen, III. ’37
Of course not! At the beginning of each school year 
one week is set aside for Freshmen to become acquainted 
with the rules and regulations of the institution so that 
the Freshmen may not be ignorant of the government 
of the college. In spite of this preliminary training the 
upperclassmen always insist that we should have Fresh­
man rules. What is the reason that they discuss the ques­
tion over and over without a final decision?
It is true that all students need rules to be governed 
by, but why should the Freshmen need rules aside from 
the regular ones. Do the upperclassmen think that the 
Freshmen are wild and uncultured? If they do, then 
they are not aware of the truth that Freshmen as well as 
anyone else can abide by the general laws of the insti­
tution.
The Freshmen have the ability to produce self-con­
trol and to secure the cheerful acquiescence of the other 
students by the general rules that are made for the good 
of the entire student body. The Freshmen know that 
they are no longer high school students, that the days 
of childish folly have vanished, that the road before 
them is stony and that college is the place where a man
is on his own merits; then why is the superflous set 
of rules needed for them? If the Freshmen were not 
treated like babies by having certain “shalls” and “shall 
nots”, then they would not act as such.
Give the Freshmen a chance to display their man­
hood. their culture, and their quality of self-control. 
They will not lake advantage of their freedom. If the 
upperclassmen can set a good example as law-abiding 
students, then the Freshmen can not fall below that 
standard. That example will in itself be the greatest 
rules that the Freshmen will need.
The Freshmen want a democratic student body in 
that they may have a representative on every commit­
tee. They want to feel at home, and to do that they 
¡rust have the same showing that the upperclassmen 
t>ave. Until everyone is convinced that we do not need 
Freshman rules, the course in Sociology will not have 
done its full part.
“SO TO BIND EACH SON THE OTHER . . .
Welcome Freshmen! Now that Freshman Week is his­
tory and the tedious business of meeting the great grand 
upperclassmen has for the most part been disposed of, 
this verdant field of ninety-three strong should he now 
well orientated to join into the spirit that promises to 
give Morehouse College one of its greatest years. The 
enrollment of the Freshman Class this year exceeds 
that of last year’s highest enrollment by twenty-eight. 
From East and from West, from North and South they 
have come; big ones, little ones, wise Freshmen and 
Freshmen that are otherwise (There! There!) And what 
with three parties already given in their honor, two at 
Morehouse and one at Spelman, the Freshmen should 
begin to feel a bit of the spirit which bind . . . each 
son the other” the men of Morehouse into the great 
family that history has proved them to be. The Fresh­
man Class is geographically distributed as follows:
Alabama __  1 Michigan ------- 1
Georgia _____________69 Mississippi ----------------  1
Illinois _____________ 5 North Carolina ....------- 6
Indiana __ ___  - - 1 Oklahoma ---------------- 1
Kentucky ___________  2 Texas ----------------   6
SOPHOMORES WELCOME THE FRESHMEN
The members of the Sophomore Class wish to welcome 
every Freshman to Morehouse College.
There is a beginning to everything. We were ‘ crabs” 
one year ago, but we did not allow the thrusts of the 
upperclassmen to get the better of us. We were quick to. 
get adjusted to the environment and to display our sev­
eral abilities. We are attempting now to maintain the 
standard that we set last year.
In you, Freshmen, lie hopes for future Morehouse men. 
We hope that you will realize the all-important task 
that is before you. An institution is not only what the 
founders, the alumni, the trustees and the faculty make 
it, but, more conspicuously what the students make it.
We feel certain that you are going to do your part 
this year to better conditions and to take advantage of 
every opportunity that the college has to oiler.
(NSFA)—The Institute of Advanced Study at Prince­
ton. N. J., opened October 2 for its first year of work. 
The Institute is under the direction of Dr. Abraham 
Flexner, and includes in its faculty of noted professors, 
Dr. Albert Einstein.—Princetonian.
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827 STUDENTS ARE ENROLLED IN ATLANTA 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
More than eight hundred persons ranging from chil­
dren of eighteen months and upward in the nursery 
school to mature men and women working for their 
graduate degrees are enrolled this fall in the demonstra­
tion schools and the colleges that form the Atlanta 
University system. Virtually complete registration fig­
ures show 827 enrolled at the end of the second week 
of the academic year.
In the three institutions of higher education that com­
prise the affiliation—Atlanta University, Morehouse Col­
lege for men and Spelman college for women—525 are 
working for their graduate or bachelor degrees. In ad­
dition. 166 hoys and girls are registered in the Univer­
sity Laboratory High School, 114 children are in at­
tendance at the elementary demonstration school, and 
22 are enrolled in the nursery school for children of 
pre-school age that is conducted by Spelman College.
In the Lfniversity proper which confines its activi­
ties to graduate and professional work, 71 students are 
studying for their advanced degrees. Morehouse has 215 
men enrolled, an increase of 31 over the total enroll­
ment in 1932-33. Spelman has thus far admitted 209 
young women, an increase of 12 over last year at this 
time.
Ninety-four men and women comprise the instruction­
al staff of the schools and colleges in the University 
system. This includes eight persons on the administra­
tive staff of the University Library which is used joint­
ly by the several institutions of higher learning in At­
lanta.
To house the varied activities of the schools and col­
leges and to accommodate hoarding students and faculty 
members, 26 buildings have been utilized this year. Five 
of these buildings have been completed and occupied 
withal the past eighteen months, the University Library, 
Administration Hall, the President’s Residence and the 
men’s and women’s dormitories, which are designed to 
furnish living quarters for 200 students and faculty mem­
bers of Atlanta University.
With the largest freshman class in some years and 
with registration to date in excess of last year’s total 
enrollment, Morehouse College began the new academic 
year. A total of 230 were registered at the close of the 
first week as against a grand total of 214 for the past 
year, President Archer announced.
Freshmen led all classes with 88 men registered, the 
best showing since the pre-depression years. Other class­
es were tabulated as foil ows: seniors, 51; juniors, 53; 
sophomores, 38.
With gratifying enrollment of graduate students from 
15 colleges throughout the United States, Atlanta Uni­
versity this week began its sixty-fourth year of instruc­
tion and its fourth year as an institution devoted entire­
ly to graduate study.
Coincident with the inauguration of the academic year 
the University officially opened its new group of dormi­
tories, consisting of two halls, one for the use of wom­
en and one for men, and a commodious dining hall and 
kitchen wing. In the group are individual rooms for 
200 students and faculty members, a series of suites for
married faculty members and their wives, spacious 
lounges and reception rooms, and a modern kitchen 
and service room. The new halls, built in the Georgian 
Colonial tradition, correspond in their architecture and 
decoration to the new University Library and Adminis­
tration Hall.
Three new members of the faculty take up their du­
ties this fall, Mr. William H. Dean in the Department 
of Economics, Mr. Rayford W. Logan in the Depart­
ment of History and Mr. Kimuel Alonzo Huggins, in 
the Department of Chemistry.
Mr. Dean, a graduate of Bowdoin College in 1930, 
comes to the University from Harvard University where 
he carried on his graduate studies under the Henry Lee 
Fellowship in Economics, the first Negro to be award­
ed this honor, and was awarded the Master of Arts 
degree in 1932. Mr. Logan was an honor graduate of 
Williams College in 1917, has received the degree of 
Master of Arts from both Williams and Harvard Uni­
versities, and has completed two years’ residence at Har­
vard toward his doctorate in history. He is well-known 
for his writings in the field of Negro history, and his 
work in connection with the Association for the Study 
of Negro Life and History in Washington, D. C. Both 
Mr. Dean and Mr. Logan are members of the Phi Beta 
Kappa Society.
Mr. Huggins, who was graduated from Morehouse 
College in 1923 and received his Master of Science de­
gree from the University of Chicago in 1929, was for­
merly a member of the Morehouse faculty. He returned 
this fall from the University of Chicago, where he spent 
the last year in graduate study.
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, editor of The Crisis has re­
turned to the University for the academic year as guest 
professor of sociology. He will conduct a seminar course 
in Economic and Social Cooperation among American 
Negroes and a senior-graduate course on the Sociology 
of the American Negro (1850-1876).
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS CLUB OFFERS 
PECULIAR OPPORTUNITIES TO STUDENTS
One of the oldest organizations for students majoring 
in the sciences is the Science and Mathematics Club. 
This organization affords one a splendid opportunity 
to do research in his respective field as well as to con­
nect the interdependence of any science to all of the 
sciences. Not only is the student allowed the privilege 
of doing research, but he has the able assistance of ev­
ery science instructor to aid him in his pursuit. The 
club aims to keep each member fresh with the doings 
of scientific achievement. This aid comes through periodi­
cal magazines of science obtainable in our well-equipped 
library.
The Science and Mathematics Club is not necessari­
ly a club of students majoring in some science. From 
time to time the club has noted speakers whose mes­
sages impart valuable information to all and not to stu­
dents of science alone. Therefore, the club invites all to 
its open meetings. Announcements will be posted when­
ever an authority or noted speaker is to lecture.
Advanced Freshmen and upperclassmen who major 
in science and who have maintained a good average are 
eligible for membership.
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MOREHOUSE TO MEET CAMBRIDGE EOR SECOND 
INTERNATIONAL DEBATE
Morehouse College will participate in the second in­
ternational debate of its history when on November 2 
its spokesmen will meet a team from Cambridge Uni­
versity and argue with the visiting Englishmen over the 
adequacy of the League of Nations as a guarantee against 
war.
The team to represent Morehouse College as selected 
this week will consist of Louis Raymond Bailey of Co­
lumbia, South Carolina and Frank B. Adair, Jr., of Pine 
Bluff, Arkansas, both of whom are seniors, with John 
B. Long of 30 Booker Street, Atlanta, a sophomore, as 
alternate.
The debate arranged by the National Student Federa­
tion of America will be on the question: Resolved that 
the League of Nations is the only secure guarantee of 
world peace. Cambridge will uphold the affirmative.
Both Morehouse principals are experienced debaters. 
Adair, who came to Morehouse College last year as a 
junior from Arkansas State College, was a member of 
the Morehouse team that toured Texas and Louisiana 
in 1933. Bailey has engaged in intercolleviate debate 
with Talladega, Howard, Shaw and the University of 
Vermont. He is editor of The Maroon Tiger, campus 
literary publication.
The Cambridge men are both upperclassmen and sea­
soned debaters. They are Alaslan Sharpe, a native of 
Aberdeen, Scotland, and a student at Clare College, Cam­
bridge, and Michael Barkway of Redcar, Yorkshire, a 
student of Queens College, Cambridge. Mr. Barkway 
is a noted proponent of the League of Nations, and is 
President of the British Universities League of Nations 
Society. He debated the war debts question over the 
radio with Yale University earlier this year.
SPELMAN STARTS YEAR WITH LARGER 
ENROLLMENT
Spelman College this week began its new academic 
year with an enrollment slightly in excess of last year’s 
opening registration. Nine new faculty members began 
their duties with the opening of the new year, Presi­
dent Florence M. Read announced. Fourteen new courses 
were announced as additions to the college curriculum.
Among the new instructors were Mr. Willis Laurence 
James, formerly head of the music department of Le­
land University and the Alabama State Teachers Col­
lege; Miss Charity Bailey, graduate of the Rhode Is­
land College of Education and Boston University and 
for three years a student at the Juilliard School of Mu­
sic, New York City; Miss Clara M. McDonald, gradu­
ate of Simmons College and recipient of a Master of 
Science degree from Teachers College, who will teach 
chemistry and physics; Miss Ailsie M. Stevenson, gradu­
ate of the University of Illinois and Teachers College, 
Columbia University, who will teach economics; Miss 
William Byran Geter, who holds degrees from Boston 
University and Radcliffe College and diplomas from the 
Universities of Paris and Nancy, who will teach French, 
and Mr. S. O. Roberts, who received his Master’s degree 
from Brown University and will instruct in psychology.
In addition, two Spelman college graduates, Miss 
Birdie Scott and Miss Effie O’Neal, have been appointed 
graduate assistants in the departments of biology and 
chemistry and physics, and Miss Ida Louise Miller, 
former student at Spelman College and holder of the 
Racial Minority Scholarship at Mount Holyoke College, 
was named graduate assistant in dramatics.
Among the new courses offered this year at Spel­
man of special interest are one in Negro History to be 
taught by Mr. Rayford Logan of Atlanta University’s 
department of history, a course in experimental psy­
chology, and a lecture discussion course in art appre­
ciation given by Miss Mabel R. Brooks who holds a 
grant from the Carnegie Corporation.
DR. AND MRS. ARCHER RECEIVE 
THE STUDENT BODY
A very cordial reception at the home of President and 
Mrs. Samuel Howard Archer was accorded the new stu­
dents and the old students who have returned to More­
house. The reception was given on the evening of Sep­
tember 30th, at eight o’clock. Mrs. J. Id. Lyons repre­
senting President Florence M. Read in behalf of Spel­
man College and Professor J. H. Jenkins representing 
the faculty of the Affiliation were guests at the recep­
tion and added their timely remarks to the pleasantries 
of the evening. Twas good to see familiar faces again 
a d to welcome the new men into the College activi­
ties. Morehouse also welcomes back to the campus 
many former men who for divers reasons have been 
away from their Alma Mater for a year or more. These 
men we know will add much to the perpetuation of 
Morehouse activity and Spirit. They are:
1 ewis M. Bivins, Lisbon Blaylock, Marshall Bonner, 
James Boston, Earl P. Byrd, Hortenius Chenault, Charles 
Donald, Edward T. Gore, Berton E. Graham, Martin B 
Graham, Fred A. Haynes, Melvin W. Houston, Ernest 
B. Lewis, Slater Maddox, Richard L. Perkins, Horace. 
Winston, George H. Edwards, David Latimer.
The Student Activities Committee, the Athletic Asso­
ciation, the Debating Society, The Maroon Tiger, and 
the Science and Mathematics Club were well repre­
sented by short talks from Messrs. H. J. Battle, Leonard 
Archer, John Young, L. Raymond Bailey, and Scott 
Barrett, respectively. Mr. Maynard H. Jackson, Alumni 
and Endowment Secretary for Morehouse College, spoke 
welcoming the new men to the College and injecting 
into the men returned the inspiration that is character­
istic of whatever he has to say.
Thomas Kilgore, President of the Young Men’s Chris 
tian Association, presided. After refreshments were 
served, the men left the President’s home with the strains 
of Dear Old Morehouse still ringing in their ears.
(NSFA)—Approximately 2,375 Coca-Colas of differ­
ent flavors are sold about the Indiana University campus 
daily. The greatest number of calls are for “plain cokes,” 
with “lemon ’ a close second. Two thousand, three hun­
dred and seventy-five five-cent drinks mean that $118.75 
is spent on “cokes” each day.—Yellow Jacket Weekly.
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TEXAS CLUB GETS UNDER WAY
The Texas Club having completed its organization for 
the year and boasting of many new as well as old 
Texans, anticipates the most successful year since the 
founding of the club on the campus.
In the initial meeting of the year, our new and very 
competent president, Mr. Melvin Houston, gave us some 
interesting and thoughtful information. The president, 
in taking a retrospective view of the Texas Clubs of the 
past, admonished us to go forward seeking to attain 
greater heights than any previous club.
The newly elected officers are: Melvin Houston, presi­
dent; Mordis Jackson, secretary; J. E. Smith, business 
manager; 0. P. Dewalt, Jr., treasurer: and H. J. Battle, 
reporter.
CLASS OF '36 ELECTS OFFICERS
Drew S. Days, popular man-about-the-campus, was 
re elected as president of the Class of ’36 at the end of 
the last school term. The class last year, under Mr. 
Days, contributed much to the college in all phases of 
extra-curricular activity. This year the class has been 
somewhat reduced in its ranks but it boasts of quite 
a few new men who have already become imbued with 
that one-for-all spirit which is typical of all “House­
men.”
The other officers are: Lester McFall, vice president; 
Johnson Hubert, secretary; Charles Lawrence, treasurer; 
and Hobart Jackson, reporter.
LE CERCLE FRANÇAIS ORGANIZED
Le Cercle Français, composed of a dozen or more en­
thusiastic Francophiles, was organized at the home of 
Mr. Edward Jones on September 27, 1933. For those 
of us who have lived and travelled in France, or who 
have acquired the ability to speak French through years 
of assiduous application, nothing affords a greater thrill 
than the opportunity to expatriate ourselves mentally 
now and then and become aussi Français que possible. 
We have, therefore, organized Le Cercle where we may 
indulge our taste for French culture and civilization, 
and strive to become more fluent in the language which 
is of all the modern languages the most stimulating 
and delightful for conversation.
The first meeting of Le Cercle was devoted entirely 
to organization. The following officers were elected: Mr. 
Edward A. Jones, president; Miss Camilla Howard, vice 
president; Miss Billie Geter, secretary; Mrs. Lyndon 
Hill, treasurer; Committee on Programs, Mr. Hale Wood­
ruff, Mrs. Irene D. Jackson and Miss Billie Geter.
On Wednesday evening, October 11, Le Cercle met 
with Mrs. Lyndon Hill, 226 Boulevard, N. E. Mrs. Irene 
Jackson, who studied in France last winter, gave a few 
charming sketches of life at the University of Toulouse. 
Mrs. Jackson also played two piano selections, a Cho­
pin Nocturne and Debussey’s En Bateau, and accom­
panied Mr. Days, who played on the violin Le Cygene 
of Saint-Saëns and the Meditation from Thais by Mas­
senet. Various members of Le Cercle related anecdotes 
and experiences they had encountered in France, some 
of which were quite hilarious. Needless to say, French 
was de rigueur during the entire evening.
We feel that the interest and enthusiasm will increase 
as the year progresses, and we sincerely hope that we 
shall be able to execute some of the interesting projects 
we have planned.
GLEE CLUB AND ORCHESTRA PLAN GALA YEAR
College Band Is New Feature 
Extensive Tour Planned
The Glee Club and Orchestra is off to a splendid start 
for the most profitable year in its history. The many 
additions to the membership, with the entrance of new 
students and the return of old members, stand well to 
insure the success of the organization.
This year, Mr. Harreld is fortunate in having Mr. 
Willis James and Mr. D. D. Crawford, Jr., to assist him 
in working each individual department up to tip-top 
shape. Mr. James, a graduate of Morehouse and a former 
pupil of Mr. Harreld, is quite capable of assuming the 
various tasks that will be placed upon him from time 
to time. He has served on the music departments of 
some of our best colleges for the past eleven years. Mr. 
Crawford has proved his value to the organization by 
the fine work that he accomplished last term. The or­
ganization is laying already for the annual tour which 
will include Rome, Chattanooga, Nashville, Lexington, 
Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
In addition to the orchestra and glee club as major 
units, a real college band is being organized under the 
direction of Mr. James. With the aid of the well or­
ganized band, we plan to elevate the standard of our 
cheering at football games and at other sporting events 
of the College.
The following men have been selected to serve on the 
executive staff of the Glee Club and Orchestra for the 
1933-34 term: M. C. Darkins, president; Elmer Barks­
dale, vice president; Wilson Hubert, manager; Drew S. 
Days, secretary; Bernard Smith, treasurer; Johnson Hu­
bert and Arthur Christopher, librarians. The Glee Club 
and Orchestra again extends a cordial welcome to new 
and old students who desire to become a part of an 
advancing and vibrant organizaton.
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP 
IS BOON TO STUDENT NEEDS
Yesterday it was almost unthinkable; today it is a de­
lightful reality—the Atlanta University Bookshop! Lit­
tle did students realize that such a unique feature was 
an underlying cause of the questionnaire prepared by 
the Department of Economics and Business Administra­
tion last spring. The Bookshop, under the management 
of Mr. John Hope II, is rapidly being equipped to meet 
practically every material need of the student and teacher 
and is being hailed as a tremendous convenience to the 
University community.
Not only is the Bookshop a store for books, but it 
is ready to serve in a more far-reaching aspect. All school 
supplies such as note books, pencils, paper, pens and 
inks can be reached by a few short steps to the ground 
floor of the Administration Building where the Book­
shop is located. Typewriters of standard makes are on 
the shelves for sale, imagine! In the haberdashery line 
there is an up-to-date display of sports wear, such as 
leather jackets, sport sweaters, woolen jackets, golf 
knickers and hose. According to the management, a full 
line of other haberdashery will be carried within a 
very short time. And, of course, there are the appetite 
teasers such as candies, nuts and sandwiches.
Since the Bookshop is designed to serve the student, 
the students are asked to give suggestions to the manage­
ment for supplies that may not be in stock. What could 
be sweeter?
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THE STUDENT ACTIVITY COMMITTEE FACULTY NOTES
The Student Activity Committee, composed of six 
students and two faculty representatives, is interested in 
the general welfare of the student body. It is the offi­
cial representative of the National Student Federation 
of America for the student body and is the custodian 
and distributor of the funds for the four major activi­
ties—The Maroon Tiger. Glee Club and Orchestra, De­
bating Society, and Athletic Association. The Commit­
tee publishes annually a student hand-book and presents 
during the year several special attractions for the stu­
dent body and the community.
The members of the Committee for this term are as 
follows: H. J. Battle, chairman and representative for 
Chi Delta Sigma; Thomas Kilgore, secretary and com­
mitteeman-at-large; W. J. Hamilton, representative for 
Athletics; John Epps, representative for The Maroon
H. J. Battle, ’34 
President of the Student Body
Tiger; M. C. Darkins, representative for the Glee Club 
and Orchestra; C. D. Hubert, Faculty Representative 
elected by the student body, and F. C. Gassett, Faculty 
Representative appointed by the administration.
The Committee began its program for the year with 
a reception for the Freshman class during Freshman 
week. The Committee, together with the Debating So­
ciety, is presenting an international debate with Cam­
bridge University of England as the first special at­
traction for the year. Other attractions will be an­
nounced later.
The results of a questionnaire presented last spring 
showed the student body to be in favor of the represen­
tation of the Y. M. C. A. on the Student Activity Com­
mittee, more participation of students on chapel pro­
grams, an extension of the honor system, and scholastic 
credit for the editor of The Maroon Tiger. Very soon 
these issues will be discussed in student body meetings. 
Students are asked to think through them seriously.
Several changes have been effected in the faculty. 
Professor Claud Dansbv is studying this year at the 
University of Chicago on his doctorate in mathematics. 
Professor B. T. Harvey is away on leave of absence, 
studying at Columbia University on his doctorate in 
chemistry.
Professor Kimuel A. Higgins, after a year’s work 
leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, has re­
turned to the Department of Chemistry. Professor R. 
W. Mitchell (M. S., Cornell University), is a new ad­
dition to the faculty in the Department of Chemistry. 
He comes to us from Florida A. & M. College in Talla­
hassee and previously served on the faculty at Tuskegee 
Institute.
The student body welcomes back to the campus Dr. 
Charles D. Hubert and Professor B. R. Brazeal. Dr. 
Hubert has been studying for the past year at the Uni­
versity of Chicago in the School of Religion. Upon his 
return he was elected Faculty Advisor to the Student 
Body. Professor Brazeal has for the past year pursued 
work at Columbia University leading to his Doctorate 
in the field of Economics. Aside from his duties in the 
class room he will assist with the coaching of the de­
bating team.
The Department of Athletics is augmented this year 
by the services of Mr. Mayo “Inky” Williams who is 
serving in the capacity of Assistant Coach. Mr. Wil­
liams received his Ph. B. degree from Brown Univer­
sity. He was an outstanding grid man while at Brown 
and ranks among the best colored athletes Brown Uni­
versity has produced.
Professor T. J. Curry has returned to the Department 
of History of Morehouse College to resume his duties of 
instructor in that department. Professor Curry brings 
with him the added experience of a year’s study at Co­
lumbia University where he pursued work leading to 
his doctorate.
Faculty Marriages
Mr. Maynard H. Jackson, Endowment Secretary, was 
married to Miss Irene Dobbs of the Spelman College 
faculty. The couple were married in Toulouse, France. 
Both have returned to their respective posts.
Professor Clarence J. Gresham of the Morehouse Col­
lege faculty, was married in June to Miss Mattie Mc­
Iver of Darlington, South Carolina. Professor Gresham 
has returned with Mrs. Gresham to resume his duties 
in the School of Religion.
Professor T. J. Curry was married in September to 
M iss Rose Lea Smith of Atlanta.
“No system of education can manufacture leaders as 
a factory builds an automobile,” said Dr. Harold Willis 
Dodds, President of Princeton University in a recent ad­
dress at the opening exercises of the institution’s 187th 
year. “The attributes of leadership are too elusive for that. 
What education can do is to add to the equipment of 
those able to lead. A college career cannot bestow tal­
ents, but it should develop and embellish talents natural­
ly conferred.”—N. Y. Herald-Tribune.
(NSFA)—A report by Herbert Taylor, chairman of 
the bad check committee, revealed that a total of 865 
checks were returned on students last year. The total 
amount involved was $6,422.29.—North Carolina Tar 
Heel.
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^Negrito- -By J- Mason Brewer
J. Mason Brewer has made a genuine contribution to 
the folklore of the Southwest in his book Negrito. It is 
a 100-page hook of Negro dialect poems, just off the 
the Naylor Press, (San Antonio, Texas).
The title Negrito selected for the volume is a term 
used by Mexicans living in the Southwestern states when 
speaking of Negroes, “the little black.” The uneducated 
Negro who has not only furnished the material for a 
distinct, rich and racial literature, hut has also been the 
silent and unheralded force most responsible for his 
progress.
After you catch the swing of the dialect in Negrito 
you will be both amused and enlightened. The poems 
include typical illustrations of the life of the crude Ne­
gro of the Southwest, who after all, is the embodiment 
of the Negro soul. His philosophy is portrayed in his 
natural response to his environment through his emo­
tions, aspirations, sentiment and thoughts. The author 
has captured and impounded this in these simple poems, 
every one of which is written in the uneducated Ne­
gro’s own speech.
The author is head of the Romance Language De­
partment in the Samuel Houston College for Negroes at 
Austin, Texas.
Dr. L. W. Payne, Jr., who is professor of English 
in the University of Texas, author of “History of 
American Literature,” “Selections from American Liter­
ature” and “Southern Literature reading,” has written 
the preface to Negrito and is ample authority for Pro­
fessor Brewer’s qualifications to depict the Negro.—We 
quote: “The dialect is accurate, the verse natural, smooth, 
and rhythmical, and the thought content true to the 
facts of the life which he attempts to portray. The un­
derlying humor, good-nature, happiness, and hopeful 
outlook of the Negro are here clearly and cleverly pre­
sented. There is little moralizing, no rancour, no im­
moral suggestiveness, but much truth, patriotism, and 
good sense in these verses. As Kipling said of the Brit­
ish “Tommy,” so Brewer might say of the uneducated 
Negro who is the spokesman in these verses.”
An’ it’s Sammy this, an’ Sammy that, 
an’ anything you please,
An’ Sammy ain’t a bloomin’ fool— 
you bet that Sammy sees.”
The book is divided into four (4) parts. The first 
with thirty-seven epigrams of Negro characters of the 
Southwest—the “section han’—the vocational pursuits 
down to the “Grand Master” of the Lodge—each a gem 
in themselves. Part Two—consists of poems depicting 
the life of the Negroes in the country—and well does 
Brewer do this. Among the twenty-one here—“Dat’s un 
Norther’” “Keep uh Gwine,” “The School Patron,” “The 
Prodigal,” are probably the outstanding, although each 
will more than hold your interest.
The Town Section (Part 3) carries twenty-two from 
“Dese Sweepote,” to “Love’s Pledge.” Here’s a typical 
quotation.
“Needen be walkin’ wid yo’ head hung down, 
Evahbody knows dat you nebber lef’ town.”
The last section is devoted to twenty-four Negro prov­
erbs in Epigram. To use a slang expression, they are 
really a ‘scream.’
The book is illustrated by Tom Smith, and he too, 
has attained that rare ability to characterize his race.
From his very first:
“HI”
(Hello)
/fA don’ lak uh lots o’ sham 




Hones’ tuh Gawd, ain’t tellin no lie,
Gonna live souf, babe, till ah die.
Brewer has a volume that will certainly take its place 
among the literature—depicting the typical Negro of the 
Southwest.
FROM J. MASON BREWER'S 
“NEGRITO”
Football Player
Tn football time he’d alius 
Be absent fum his class—
De reason dat dey flunked ’im 
He missed uh fo’ward pass.
Politician
He struts befo’ de brethren. 
An’ make de sistren think 
Dat he am one hip race man. 
Den sells ’em for uh drink.
City Preacher
He preach de gospel once uh week 
Put Christuns in de sky—
Drives ’is Packard ebry day 
An’ pass de needy bv.
Washer Woman
She washes fer uh livin’,
Ne neighbuhs calls huh fool,
But dat am how huh chillun 
All finished up in school.
Crap Shooter
He alius gits out some how 
An’ manage fer is bail,
But ’fo’ long he gits lonesome 
An’ Ian’s right back in jail.
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MOREHOUSE SWAMPS BENEDICT 
IN HARD-FOUGHT CLASH
October 14, 1933.—The Maroon Tigers came into their 
own in their second game of the season by defeating a 
fighting Benedict team, who for the past two years have 
held Morehouse to scoreless ties.
Though the Tigers were held to a standstill for the 
first two quarters, they, after being given a chastising by 
the coaches, came back in the third quarter and opened 
an attack that all but swept Benedict from the field.
A fumbled ball recovered by Morehouse on Benedict’s 
19-yard line was carried for the first touchdown by fleet- 
footed William Sweet. The extra point was missed by an 
incomplete pass.
After that touchdown, there ensued a kicking duel, 
which lasted into the fourth quarter, Boswell’s toe being 
one of the features of the duel. Early in the fourth 
quarter, Morehouse advanced the ball to Benedict’s 45- 
yard line. On a delayed spinner, Boswell ran 45 yards 
with the aid of Haynes’ spectacular blocking, for the 
second touchdown.
The extra point was missed by Baugh. With the vic­
tory out of their grasp, Benedict opened up a brilliant 
aerial attack which on two nlays gained about 50 yards. 
Morehouse tightened her defense and ended the game 
with the score 12 to 0 in her favor.
Sweet, Boswell and McCurin were the highlights of 
the Maroon backfield, while Haynes and Alexander Reid 




Maddox __ ___ L.T. Reid
Runth C. Booher
Davidson .... L.G. Watlev




Butler ___ L.H. Sweet
Hardin _____ R.H. Jones
Gu reton ______ _____ F.B. ____________ Boswell
FOOTBALL CHATTER
Although the Maroon and White gridders pried the 
lid off the current football campaign by upsetting the 
dope and losing to a fighting Famcee aggregation, pros­
pects are great for a successful year.
Among the veterans or lettermen to return to the fold 
in the backfield are Captain Jones, the Louisiana Ex­
press; Giles Baugh, the sensation of last year’s battle 
with the Red and Black of Clark; and William Sweet, 
who gained fame as a blocker and tackier. Familiar 
faces in the forward wall are McFall and Cage, guards; 
Reid, tackle, and Archer and Young, ends. The latter 
is remembered for his much-talked-of performances on 
foreign soil last year.
There is also a wealth of new material both in the 
backfield and in the line. Those who have shown up 
particularly well in scrimmage are: Boswell, Green, La­
mar, Haynes, McCurine, Ferrell, Baston, McMeen, Pier­
ro, and others.
Besides this array of luminaries, there have been sev­
eral aspirants from those who starred in last year’s in­
tramural contests and from the last year’s reserves. Scott, 
Jennings, and Bennett comprise the former group, while 
whatley, Booher, E. Jones, Curry, and Alexander form 
the nucleus of the latter number.
It is true that it will be hard a hard task to replace 
such shining lights as “Shipwreck” Kelly, “Big” Smith, 
and “Round Man” Bowen, but with the addition of 
“Inky” Williams to the already able staff of mentors, 
Forbes and Ellis, this task will become smaller and 
smaller as the season gets into full sway, and the boys 
from the Red Hill should end the season in a blaze of 
glory.
MOREHOUSE BEATEN IN STARTER
Tallahassee, Fla., Oct. 8.—It was down in the land 
where summer spends the winter. The Maroon Tiger 
was stopped at the very outset of her 1933 campaign 
by a fighting Famcee team, which played a game that 
was very inspiring and won a well-earned victory. Both 
teams had many opportunities to score but threw them 
away. Morehouse had even more chances, but due to 
the lack of mid-season coordination and the untimely 
penalties, they could not tally.
After kicking off to Famcee, Morehouse stopped a 
drive on the 38-yard line and the ball went over to the 
Maroon team. From that point McCurin, a newcomer, 
reeled off a series of very good runs for Morehouse, but 
Famcee stopped the Tiger on the 20-yard line.
Boswell, being rushed, made a bad punt. This gave 
Famcee the ball on his own 40-yard line; and after a 
series of passes, the Florida team worked the ball down 
the field to the 27-yard marker. From there Johnson 
threw Wynn a pass to the 5-yard line. Wynn, after tak­
ing a few steps, fumbled the ball which was recovered 
by Baugh and again fumbled. This time it was recovered 
by a Famcee man over the goal line for the first touch­
down. The extra point was missed. Shortly afterwards, 
the half ended with Famcee leading 6 to 0.
At the beginning of the third period, Famcee kicked 
off to Morehouse. A kicking duel ensued between Jonson 
of Famcee and Boswell of Morehouse. The Tigers re­
ceived the ball on Famcee’s 45-yard line. From there 
Boswell passed the ball 20 yards to Baugh who put 
the ball on Famcee’s 25 yard line. Boswell made an­
other good pass to John Young but the ball was called 
back due to holding in the line and Morehouse was 
penalized, putting the ball back to the 39-yard line. 
The Tigers brought the ball in three downs to the 26- 
yard marker. From there Captaian Jones threw a very 
difficult pass to John Young who jumped into the air, 
snagged it, and then raced 10 yards for a touchdown. 
Baugh drop-kicked successfully and the Maroon Tigers 
led 7 to 6.
Shortly afterwards, Morehouse kicked off to Famcee. 
Johnson, of Florida, broke through the left side of the 
line and ran 60 yards after being checked by Baugh 
on Morehouse’s 4-yard line. From there the forward 
wall tightened and after four attempts, Famcee got the 
ball over by a squeeze of an inch. Wynn plunged through 
the line and added the extra point, making the score 
13-7 in favor of Famcee.
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Collegiate lowdown
BURGLAR. SAVE MY VALISE!
By Frank B. Adair. Jr.
Some of the fellows returned to the campus this fall 
in grand style; there were those who motored, some 
came by Pullman (both inside and outside the coaches), 
some hitch hiked, others came on bicycles, and—believe 
it or not—one mate told me he crawled back to save 
his shoes. Rut the prize for the most dramatic return 
must go to “Sheriff” Hall (That name! What foresight 
Miss Cooke must have had!)
After a whole summer’s sojourn in New York, where 
they steal the band from your hat without removing the 
hat from your head, and a casualtyless trip back to 
Atlanta, there seems to have been nothing that “Sheriff” 
would find to do but have his bag containing all his 
valuables (which last word is used in its broadest sense) 
stolen right from under his nose. Here’s how it hap­
pened.
I was awakened one morning by a rap on my door 
and a second later came to my feet at the sound of 
Rodriguez’ voice. He had just returned with Hall from 
New York.
“Come in ol’ man!” 1 said, opening the door. “The 
prodigal has come back.”
“Why, hello!” Rod returned, extending his hand, 
“What! Hall’s bag’s gone!”
Before I could meet the grasp, the smile which dec­
orated his first two words gave way to astonishment 
and “What!” came forth in distress. I sensed drama 
as Rod dashed from corner to corner in the lobby, and 
open-mouthed, I peered as far out of the door as 'twas 
best for a pajama-clad male to do so at that hour of the 
morning (about 7:00.)
“As surely as I live, Hall’s been robbed!” Rod said 
excitedly.
The drama was getting well underway now, for “Sher­
iff” himself had returned and discovered his mishap 
and was dashing about nonplussed and bawling, “Call 
the police—who saw the thief?”; then came Battle and 
Mrs. Eichelberger, and Professor Dansby, and Cage, 
and Franks, and Kennedy and Jones, and a trio of kids 
who had been playing on the campus. Avast! This was 
too much! I, too, must join the brigade, but on sec­
ond thought I recalled there was no role which a pa- 
jama-clad enthusiast might take, as much as it hurt 
me to forego the scramble. I suffered, though, for not 
quickly dressing myself and hurrying out, for soon 
the scurry moved westward down Wellborne Street and 
thence across Ashby. Luckily though for me, Mrs. Eichel­
berger, who had all the time been a devout participant, 
finished the chapter verbally; so I learned that one of 
the little fellows had yelled. “I saw him with it! I saw 
him with it running down that street.” Franks said he 
caught sight of the thief running in the direction of Well­
borne Street. As quick as a flash “Sheriff” was follow­
ing him, and surely enough Frank knew his burglars, 
for an inquiry put to a lady at a nearby house com­
pleted the clue. Amid great trepidation she exclaimed, 
“Yas-suh, (—) come here wid dat bag and I run him 
'way ’cause even bein’ he’s my boy I don’t tolerate no 
stealin’. But jes don’t y’all put him in jail, please.”
More action. In less time than it takes to tell it, 
“Sheriff" was off in the direction indicated by the lady’s
finger as she stood in the doorway shaking her head 
in agony from left to right. This time “Sheriff” was 
even swifter of foot—the dog and the fox! (with all 
due apologies to “Sheriff” for the part he played in the 
cast)—and it was not long before the dog (that word) 
had gained sufficient yardage to compel the fox to cast 
the bag under a deserted building and bid boil voyage 
to his pursuers. Out of breath, the “Sheriff” fell head­
long over his valise and the other dogs (apologies again) 
came tumbling after.
“Sheriff” returned to his recently assigned room tout 
a fail fatigue after such calisthenics as he possibly had 
never before and began to live happily ever after (Who 
said “until the exams”?) I finished my handshake with 
Rod when I saw him some four hours later—what a 
handshake; four hours from the extension of the hand 
to the completion of the grasp! Page Mr. Ripley.
THE STROLLER
Hello everybody! Stroller speaking! After much con­
sideration and careful deliberation. I conclude that the 
activities of mortal beings are more to be marvelled 
at than to be understood.
Yes, sir, it’s a funny business—this human behavior, 
Now just why Miss M. A. held a Y. M. C. A. meeting 
at her home on October 8, is beyond me. What’s the 
matter, Miss M. A.? Wires tangled? Perhaps a sign: 
“Come early and avoid the rush” would alleviate this 
situation. Critical, eh, what?
Miss A. C. seems to have Morehouse well in hand. 
Quite frequently we find F. K., W. Me., M. H.. H. J.. 
et. al., at the old homestead. Go hard A—.
Say, E. M.. which fellow is the lucky fellow- -J. Y., 
G. B„ or J. B„ huh?
Would-be tacklers who fain would stop “Blondie”— 
the Augusta flash—steal some of a certain co-ed’s copy­
righted tactics. Boy! does she drop him every day about 
12:05—and how!!
If C. B. means that he isn’t rocking the cradle any­
more, I wonder what Miss M. S. will do?
It seems that Miss A. B. of A. U. is going over big 
with J. Y., J. B., and J. E. S.—the J’s have it; none 
other need apply.
Yowsa! J. C. is keeping company now but why with 
B. S.’s flame? Answer me that!
Chink and Jump W. are engaged in a battle of roses 
but the odds slightly favor the “wee one” since one on 
the rubber is worth ten on the leather.
To whom it may concern—W. M. and E. S. no longer 
tete-a-tete at Yates & Milton. At the library instead.
“Steubenville” J., you wouldn’t test your teeth at your 
friend’s I R. S.’s) expense; wouldja?
Perhaps Miss E. H. can explain why W. B. sings the 
blues.
Josh, are you on your p’s and q’s? Well, if you “ain’t” 
or if you “is”, you’d better watch that boy Z. T. H. 
He is going strong with no apparent sign of weakening.
“Old Gus,” known to some as “Papa" Sweet, goes to 
the library every night now. I wonder why? But why 
wonder when R. T. can explain?
Your scribe has the distinction of being birde on this 
year. Yes siree!! ladies and gents, right out of the blue 
it came, but there was a bird in the blue.
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pH [LIP’S HILOCRACY TIGER TICKLERS By Harold J. Brazeal
By E. Philip Ellis, ’35
Well Folks:
It seems as if the whole world has gone “cracy” 
crazy. There’s the technical world with its Technocracy, 
Stoopnagle and Budd with their Stoopnocracy, so I 
deem it altogether fitting and proper to begin my Philo- 
cracy. Philocracy is wonderfully defined in Mr. I Dunno 
Nuthin’s Book of Facts as the science of things that 
never were, are not, and never will be.
Rufus: “Do hush, Brady, your singing sounds ter­
rible.”
Brady: “Aw, what do you know about singing; you 
can’t sing.”
Rufus: “I can’t lay an egg, either; hut I know when 
one’s rotten.”
Nonsense: H. M. turning the radio from Cab Callo­
way's orchestra to tune in on a concert orchestra.
Sammy’s idea of the world’s three greatest men: Abra­
ham Lincoln, who freed the colored man; Henry Ford, 
who freed the walking man; and Herbert Hoover, who 
freed the working man.
Instructor in Biblical History: “ Mr. Charlie, what 
did Paul and Silas say when they were bound in jail?”
Mr. Charlie: “0, if 1 had the wings of an Angel, over 
these prison walls I would fly.”





Euphues: “Say, they can’t give a man six months for 
competition; why that’s one of the essentials of busi-I ”nes!
Arcadia: “You’re right, hut he was making the same 
kind of dollars that the government made.”
So this is Morehouse! Nine years ago I became the 
father two ambitions: one was to play football when I 
became larger and the other was to go to Morehouse. 
Since the God of Growth frowned upon me, I never did 
get any larger causing my first ambition to be definitely 
out; but as for the second,—well, here I am. So far I 
like the institution and I’ll like it just that much more 
if in July, 1935, I will be able to tell a friend, “ I fin­
ished Morehouse College last month.”
Eating Time
“Why does that big cannibal look at us so intently?” 
“Evidently he must be the food inspector.”
Adams: “This is one thing that I can do better than 
any one else.”
McCree: “What is that?”
Adams: “Read my own writing.”
Even
“What did Father say when you told him you were 
going to take me away from him?”
“He seemed to feel his loss keenly at first, but I 
squared things with a big cigar.”
Father: “I have spent thousands of dollars on my 
son’s education, and now all I get is a quarterback.”
First Crab: “Why did I see you running off the ath­
letic field yesterday?”
Second Crab: “Oh, I overheard the coach telling the 
football squad to go and tackle that dummie.”
Bargain Day
Elopers: “Five dollars for a marriage ceremony! We 
haven’t that much, Judge.”
Modern Justice of Peace: “Well, I can give you a 
trial marriage for two dollars.”
Notty! Notty!
The Girl: “I found that book you lent me frightfully 
dull. Professor. I thought you said there was a naughty 
problem in it.”
The Prof.: “My dear young lady! I said a knotty 
problem.” ...
Teacher: “Earl, did you whisper today?”
Earl: “Yes, wunst.”
Teacher: “Willie, shold Earl have said ‘wunst?” 
Willie: “No, he should have said twicest.”
Evidence of Weakness
“Brothers,” said the preacher, you have come to pray 
for rain. Now, Brothers, the foundation of religion is 
faith. You came1 to pray for rain and not one of you 
brought an umbrella.”
Condensed
Dolly: “0 mummy, may I go to the fancy dress 
party as a milk maid?”
Mother: “No dear, you are too small.”
Dolly: “Then, can’t I go as a condensed milk maid?”
Patient (gaspingly) : “I seem a little better, doctor, 
hut I’m a little short of breath.”
Doctor: “Have patience, and we’ll soon stop that.”
“Mama,” said little Dimples, “Do men ever go to 
heaven?”
“Why, of course, my dear, why do you ask?” 
“Because I never see pictures of angels with whiskers.” 
“Well, that’s because they get there by a close shave.”
Vivian: “Yes, and they say she dresses like a million­
aire’s daughter.”
Helen: “Oh, much better than that—more like a sten­
ographer, or a high school girl, my dear.”
New Office Boy: “A man called here to thrash you 
a few minutes ago.”
Editor: “What did you say to him?”
New Office Boy: “I told him I was sorry that you
were not in.”
“If there are any ignoramuses in the room, please 
rise,” said the Prof. There was a pause, and then Asa 
rose to his feet.
“Why, Asa, do you mean to say that you are one?”
“Well not exactly, professor, but I hated to see you 
standing alone.”
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JAMES HOTEL
A Delightful Place To Stay — Rates Most Attractive
James Cafe
Just The Place When Dining Out




Watches Diamons Rings Silverware
Class Rings and Pins
55 AUBURN AVE., N. E. ATLANTA
j Eat At The
j NEIGHBORHOOD DELICATESSEN
I Dinners with Four Vegetables—25c
Sandwiches, Delicatessen Ttyle—19c 
Cake and Pie A La Mode—10c, 15c
909 WEST HUNTER STREET 
Near Ashby Street
“It Pays To Look Well”
Open 8 a. m. to 7 p. m., Saturdays, 9 JA. 7146
CRAWFORD BARBER SHOP
901 HUNTER STREET, N. W.
All Good Barbers To Serve You.
All School Boys and Girls’ Hair Cuts, 25c 
Hot and Cold Shower and Tub Baths, 25c 
PRESSING CLUB 
Altering—Remodeling—Dry Cleaning 
Ladies’ Work A Specialty- 
Work Called for and Delivered J. B. Kenner, Mgr.
Office, Main 9488 Residence, Main 9823
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Sunday by Appointment Only
DR. GEO. R. SHIVERY
SURGEON DENTIST
Ex-Ray and Gas 
Rooms 208-10-12 Herndon Bldg.
239 AUBURN AVE., N. E. ATLANTA
t
HEY, FELLERS’! DO YOU KNOW THE BEST
BARBER SHOP IN TOWN?
BANKS
870 HUNTER STREET
Student’ Hair Cut only 25c Suits Called For Pressed and Delivered
STUDENTS, TAKE NOTICE—
THE TOGGERY
35 PEACHTREE AND 191 MITCHELL 
Cater To Your Wants With An Up-To-Date Line Of
CLOTHING HATS FURNISHINGS 
AT POPULAR PRICES
We Welcome Your Patronage
THE TOGGERY
M. & M. LUNCH ROOM
Delicious Home Cooking—Hot Meals Served at All Hours







i Office supplies 
Sportswear
Confections




Alemiting, Washing, Polishing, Simonizing, Batteries, Tires and Tubes 
We Specialize in Mechanically Cleaning Radiators and Installing 
Anti-Freeze Solution. This Service Free with Anti-Freeze.
822 HUNTER ST., S. W., Cor. Jeptha Phone JACKSON 7199
VISIT YOUNG’S SEMI - ANNUAL SALE
SPECIAL PRICES LISTED BELOW IN EFFECT THIS WEEK ONLY
$1.95 Van Heusan Shirts_ „„$1.49
.50 Interwoven Socks. .... .39
5.00 Shoes .... 3.95
10.00 Raincoats ___________  3.95
.75 Shorts and Undershirts .39
22.50 Hand-Tailored Suits ...18,75
MANY OTHER ITEMS REDUCED
YOUNG’S
168 PEACHTREE STREET Opposite Paramount Theatre
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i “LET’S GO TO j
| YATES & WILTON
I
 “A College Store” where students lunch and chat—
An enterprise vibrant with the spirit of the new uni­
versity and designed to meet student needs — Our 
lunches meet your budget— For that “something 
different” try our delicious Plate Lunch with Iced 
Tea for 15c. We also have a variety of toasted sand­
wiches.
Let our Registered Pharmacist fill your Doctor’s 
Prescription, while you wait
We feature a complete line of Cosmetics and Patent-
Medicines at Cut Prices.
For Dormitory Delivery Phone, Main 4114.
